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Abstract — In current times the world is moving towards the distributed systems, which work with the concept of reliability, availability and performance, as data is stored on multiple sites in distributed manner. If system on one location fails then the data can be accessed from some other storage location, so, the data is easily available in distributed system. In such scenario information retrieval is a big issue, Data might be retrieved by inappropriate user, which might spillover the performance of system as an increase in data retrieval time. In this research work, an improved technique will be designed, by using data replication which is mostly used to manage big volumes of data in a distributed manner. It speeds up data retrieval, reduces data retrieval time and increases data availability, to cope with the issue of data retrieval time. The performance of developed system will be analyzed by giving multiple queries at a time from different systems, which together makes a distributed environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the present condition of appropriated database, the issue is how to deal with an immense measure of information or we can state that how to get the information while reducing retrieval time. Overseeing such an enormous measure of information in unified way is relatively inconceivable because of broadly expanded information. Consequently, quick and viable access to information is exceptionally important. So, information replication is a key element with the goal that we can oversee such a colossal measure of information. An imitated database condition is made number out of database disseminated at various locale. Detailed schema of dataset is used for storage facilitator for the application which require run time data processing [1].

Database system plays key role in almost all the areas. In real world application database system provides numerous services like abstraction and data consistency.

A DBMS provides an interface to users for storage and retrieval. The management system takes care of data accessing concurrently maintaining the integrity of the data. For that distributed data servers are used for integrity and data concurrency. The main focusing point to develop a database is its performance and scalability because when the data size increases its performance response poorly and sometimes system halts or crashes. Performance is an integral and main aspect throughout the DB scenarios [2]. In distributed situations, information replication technique is the methodology of making different information duplicates and putting away the duplicates in various locales. Information replication can enable clients to spare reaction time when errands are being handled in the cloud, and enhance the information accessibility, and lessen the information exchange sums, time and expenses [3].

A. Replication:

Replication is the way toward creating and imitating various duplicates of information at least one locale, and keep the duplicates synchronized so they act as indistinguishable as could be expected under the circumstances. Information implies document, record framework, database et cetera. Replication is a characteristic method for managing disappointments, on the off chance that one replica falls flat, another assumes control. The expression " replica " refers to a site running the database framework programming and storing duplicate of the whole database [4]. The reasons for replication are numerous

B. Server availability

By utilizing replication, information is accessible on numerous destinations and is dodges single purpose of disappointment. When a few destinations are down, the information can be gotten from different sites.
Figure 1: Architectural Model of Distributed Data Base

C. Performance

Replication enables us to find information closer to their passages, subsequently the reaction time will be decreased since the information is nearer.

D. Scalability

As frameworks develop geologically, the quantity of destinations and the quantity of access demand will increase. Data replication is recognized in three various ways.

• Snapshot replication. Data in the principal database is invigorated and duplicated to another
• Consolidating replication. There are no less than two databases which are united into one database.
• Transactional replication. Each one of the customers are outfitted with full type of the fundamental copy of a database and can get changes if any revive in the database is finished.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Distributed storage frameworks for the most part include excess in putting away substance documents with the end goal that K records are recreated, or deletion coded and put away on N > K hubs. Notwithstanding giving dependability against disappointments, the repetitive duplicates can be utilized to serve a bigger volume of substance get to demand. A request for one of the documents can be either be sent to an efficient hub, or one of the repair gatherings. In this paper, we look to expand the administration limit locale, that is, the arrangement of demand landing rates for the K documents that can be upheld by a coded stockpiling framework. We investigate two parts of this issue: 1) for a given deletion code, how to ideally part approaching solicitations between efficient hubs and repair gatherings, and 2) picking a basic eradication code that boosts the achievable administration limit locale. Specifically, we consider MDS and Simplex codes. In this paper the authors investigation shows that deletion coding makes the framework stronger to skews in record ubiquity rather than just imitating a document at different servers, and that coding and replication together can make the limit locale bigger than either alone [5].

Architectural base information retrieval is based on different architectures like Hadoop architecture. Hadoop architecture is powerful architecture that is designed to explore complex type of data, transform big data and for analyzing of data [6]. In the era of big data Hadoop architecture is used for less retrieval time, huge storage capacity and high availability. In [7], authors describe the approach that can extract information from huge amount of data. In this defined approach uses word count method and inverted index with small testing data in a single environment. This architecture is flexible that allows new users to get benefits of this elaborated architecture. As it is described that this approach uses word count method, so a lot of time will be consumed is this approach. This issue can resolve in future research to identify most frequently used words in data set. In [8], a distributed storage and cluster approach is used for better retrieval of information and efficient storage capacity. In this research a framework is proposed by merging Hadoop base cloud computing
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platforms and the storage features of Hadoop base disturbed database. This framework is implemented on Linux OS. When there is large number of users, then it will be more efficient to use. The explained framework is based on Hadoop architecture and on Linux platform. Thus, expert people are required to understand this architecture. An idea is proposed [9] in which a web server is designed in map phase using jetty web server that can fast and efficient for searching data in map reduce standard. A searchable mechanism is implemented for real time processing by creating multiple index in web server with the help of multiple search keys and index data node. By using clustering technology, we can handle efficiently traffic and distribute the load on different servers. In future it can be more enhanced by using real time applications for large data sets.

Content based information retrieval retrieves the data on some sort of information like meta data database, image. The model has the capability to narrow down the user’s preferences and need and in real life implementation this model is highly effective when data is so large. But for this model metadata is only gathered when user’s GPS (global position system) is active to determine the user’s exact location and place. In [10] authors proposed a fast image retrieval system that is designed for big data. For image retrieval, firstly all features of image are extracted, and it will take time for large image extraction, so it is required to reduce the feature dimensions for optimizing structure of features. Finally, the similarity matching will determine the retrieved results. The proposed technique for image retrieval works with three main contributions that are feature extraction method, the reason able element ranking and efficient distance metrics that can make better the performance of algorithms. Result shows that the proposed technique can make the more effective performance and retrieved better matching results.

In this proposed technique, feature extraction is very important but still there is need to extract more fractures for more accurate results. The proposed method in [11] improves textual by using map reduce technique. In this map reduce mechanism pattern of text is examined from different data files of big data. The text pattern recognition improves the performance by decreasing number of access to data files of big data. In future, this work can be expanding for distributed system for retrieving texts from different data nodes [12]. Machine learning in information retrieval playing a really important role specially in web search engine, online advertising and recommendation systems.

The idea presented in [13] is to accelerate the search operation in big data using neural networks. This cross-correlation technique is used between the user’s query and the big data. Moreover, neural networks are used for retrieving of big data even the data is noisy and distorted. The process of information retrieval by using neural network are divided in two parts, first neural networks recognize the input pattern and the second to match it with the given big data. The aim of this work is to manipulate huge amount of data with less time. The proposed model [14] that integrates the scattered data and organize them from multiple heterogeneous data source. This system will retrieve and integrate the non-structured or semi structured data. This model will help the IT business for finding solutions and get information from multiple resources and integrate them. Proposed model is built on Hadoop platform and collect big data using J2EE, the collected data is in the form of XML. In [15] authors describe a scheme based on fuzzy similarity for color image retrieval from color library. In image retrieval from big data, color feature is the most important feature. For measuring color similarity in images direct membership value, of histogram from gray levels a gamma histogram plays an important role. For finding membership function from gamma distribution has been proposed. There are several models for these Processes established and practice the basis of implementation. For examples the vector space and probabilistic for information retrieval and 2 position model.

III. METHODOLOG

Data replication, which conveys information documents nearer to the registering VMs, is a viable methodology that lessens the information get to latencies and transmission capacity utilization, along these lines sparing vitality in server farms. There have been a couple of researches that utilize information replication procedures to reduce data get to delay in server farms. Nonetheless, every one of them plan heuristic calculations that don't offer any execution ensure. Therefore, it isn't clear that how execution change can be accomplished all the time with those heuristic calculations [16].

Replication is the way toward replicating client information and a few items (like perspectives and put away methodology) starting with one database then onto the next. The database can exist on the same or distinctive servers. Contingent upon the sort of replication that you select, information can be changed on the duplicate of the database, and afterward resynchronized with the source database [17]. Replication bolsters this development with a worthy response time. Replication is the process of sharing information between different users and to maintain
consistency at the same time. Redundant resources share hardware component and software component to make communication more reliable, maintaining fault tolerance and increasing accessibility. In the basic replication model, clients, do not know about the no. of replica exist in the whole communication system. Data replication is applied when the set of nodes in the distributed system are free to communicate with each other. Database replication can be termed as creating and maintaining the duplicate copies of data items in distributed database system [11, 17].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Learning base</th>
<th>Targeted data</th>
<th>Extra features</th>
<th>Load balancing</th>
<th>Security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architectural basis</td>
<td>Information retrieval</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clustering</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data analytics</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NLP</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Texts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Visuals</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audio</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Artifical intelligence approach</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-artifical intelligence approach</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1: PARAMETERS ADDRESSED BY TYPE

Earlier, the vast majority of the applications were utilizing independent condition where a single centralized server was reacting to numerous clients, working in various areas. To conquer Performance, Availability and Maintenance issues, we can utilize replication arrangement [18].
The chosen configuration for retrieval is simple and efficient being composed from a master and a slave, because it is ideal for distributed systems.

A. Configuring the Network

In order to activate a slave system which is not necessarily linked to another system, I connect the system with other through the same IP address. Before I start the data retrieving on slave side, firstly change the connection string in CONFIG File. To create the network, data source must be same both at the master and slave systems.

B. Server configuration

By default, in Express, Developer, and Enterprise Evaluation editions, connection SQL by the TCP/IP protocol is disabled. Enable this using SQL Server Configuration Manager. Windows Firewall. While disabling the firewall entirely will work for this component, doing so is not a security best-practice (nor is it required). (Note: in this section, I assume a default configuration. There are many settings that can be changed which affect these steps slightly.) There are two cases depending on the type of SQL Server instance you're connecting to: Default instance (connect by computer name only). Add an allow incoming
rule either on TCP port 1433 or the database engine service. Named instance (connect by computer name + instance name). Add an allow incoming rule on UDP port 1434 to access to the SQL Browser service. Add an allow incoming rule on the database engine service.

### TABLE 2: ARCHITECTURAL BASE INFORMATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Subcategory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architectural Base</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information retrieval using Hadoop</td>
<td>Word count method</td>
<td>Big data using Hadoop Fault tolerance &amp; availability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadoop architecture for storage</td>
<td>Hadoop cloud computation framework</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meta data database</td>
<td>User's location</td>
<td>User's current time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Common occasion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Implementing the new slave system

To see how fast the data is retrieved at slave system an application is developed which count the time of data retrieval as we enter the queries length, the data is retrieved.

**Algorithm runs on master database server**

1. Begin
2. Loop
3. If transaction T arrive from site node Then
   4. Check available server and update available server list
   5. Update slave server status variable
   6. If slaveserverstatus == 0 Then
      7. Check server availability from array list
      8. Update slaveserver variable status
     9. Goto aa point
   10. Else
      11. if slaveserver status==4 Then
          12. Check server availability from array list
          13. If server not available Then
              14. Update slaveserver variable status
              15. Goto aa point
          16. End
          17. End
          18. Retrieve data from master database server
          19. Update slaveserver variable status
      20. Else
      21. if slaveserver status==4 Then
      22. Check server availability from array list
      23. If server not available Then
      24. Update slaveserver variable status
     25. Goto aa point
   26. End
   27. Retrieve data from slave database server
End

### IV RESULTS

This experiment uses sets of PC memory distributed databases, the operating system with Windows 2010 database management system with Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2, and the experimental data of various persons. In the simulation of distributed environment, a comparison between the traditional method and the semi-connection method based on repeat query is carried out, the experimental results as shown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query scale</th>
<th>Distributed Replication Approach</th>
<th>Without Replication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>6sec</td>
<td>16sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>19sec</td>
<td>60sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>45sec</td>
<td>175sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>85sec</td>
<td>400sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Performance Testing and Result Analysis Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show that at the same time and the same number of concurrent cases, the average response time of transaction before and after optimization of Oracle database.

As you can see, the maximum of the average response time of transaction of Oracle database is 20.355s, the minimum is 0.23s, with an average of 10.185s. The maximum of the Average response time of Transaction of optimized Oracle database is 17.055s, the minimum is 0.23s, with an average of 9.787s.

As you can see, the maximum of number of transactions per second of Oracle database before optimization is 27.125, the minimum is 7.156, with an average of 20.117. The maximum of number of transactions per second of optimized Oracle Database is 24.875, the minimum is 19.094, with an average of 21.234.

Experimental results show that, the change curve of optimized Oracle database is steadier than before optimization. Therefore, Average response time of Transaction of optimized Oracle database is better than before optimization.
FIGURE 5: Average Transaction time on database after optimization

FIGURE 6: Optimized query response time in database
IV CONCLUSION
The default B-tree index structure of Oracle database can optimize query performance of massive data. In order to play full role of the index, create the index in the appropriate data table structure, and select a reasonable index column. Full table scan query is inefficient and consumes more system resources, I/O times than the index scan, so indexing is the vital feature during the process of database development. However, unreasonable indexes not only make performance degradation, also lead to the collapse of the database. We can also optimize the query performance of massive data through subregion technology, SQL statements optimization, and operating system.

As the world is moving towards the distributed systems, which work with the concept of reliability, availability and performance, as data is stored on multiple sites in distributed manner, in such situation data retrieval is a big issue. We cope with this scenario and create an application in visual studio which can access multiple queries at a time from master server. The whole retrieval is done by creating multiple copies of data through replication to make the access easy and decrease the retrieval time. The use of SQL server replication technology makes the retrieval process is stable and easy to access data. All the statistical and experimental results are mentioned which can be performed by using the replication technique in SQL Server. Thus, results are also compared with the scenario where retrieval is done without the replication process, and a great difference in retrieval time is observed. In future the same system might be applied by creating a huge network of multiple slave systems, so that it can be used on both small and large network by simply using replication.
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